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EXPLORATORY TESTS OF TWO STRUT FUEL INJECTORS

FOR SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION

By Griffin Y. Anderson and Paul B. Gooderum

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

Results of supersonic mixing and combustion tests performed with two simple strut

injector configurations, one with parallel injectors and one with perpendicular injectors,

are presented and analyzed. Good agreement is obtained between static pressure mea-

sured on the duct wall downstream of the strut injectors and distributions obtained from

one-dimensional calculations. Measured duct heat load agrees with results of the one-

dimensional calculations for moderate amounts of reaction but is underestimated when

large separated regions occur near the injection location. For the parallel injection

strut, good agreement is obtained between the shape of the injected fuel distribution

inferred from gas sample measurements at the duct exit and the distribution calculated

with a multiple-jet mixing theory. The overall fraction of injected fuel reacted in the

multiple-jet calculation closely matches the amount of fuel reaction necessary to match

static pressure with the one-dimensional calculation. Gas sample measurements with

the perpendicular injection strut also give results consistent with the amount of fuel reac-

tion in the one-dimensional calculation.

INTRODUCTION

The feasibility and performance potential of the supersonic combustion ramjet

(scramjet) engine for flight at hypersonic speeds was firmly established by a number of

successful research-scale engine demonstrations in the 1960's. (See ref. 1 for discus-

sion.) The particular configurations and internal aerothermodynamic design features

that will eventually evolve for practical flight applications are only now beginning to

emerge. The importance of carefully integrating the engine with the vehicle and of

reducing engine cooling requirements is emphasized by results in references 2 and 3.

Low engine cooling load is necessary to maintain an engine fuel cooling margin that can

be used for active cooling of parts of the vehicle other than the engine. Since the com-

hibstnr can account for 60 percent to 80 percent of the engine cooling requirement, reduced

cooling is a first-order consideration in supersonic combustor design.
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Most of the research-scale engine work relied entirely on flush wall fuel injectors

in their combustor designs. (See ref. 1.) As the combustor length is a function of the

combustor height at the point of fuel injection, instream fuel injection from struts in mul-

tiple planes provides a direct means for reducing the combustor length and cooling

requirement for full-scale engines. Reference 4 reports results of tests with a large

circular supersonic combustor (46-cm diameter) in which various strut fuel injector

designs and arrangements were explored. However, in that study the struts are intended
only as fuel injectors; strut blockage and drag are considered to be performance penal-

ties. The integrated scramjet engine concept discussed in references 2, 3, and 5 is based
on an inlet which employs multiple swept struts with carefully designed upstream contours
to perform the bulk of the inlet compression process. In fact, as pointed out in refer-

ence 5, the struts may block about 60 percent of the flow cross-sectional area in the

throat (minimum cross-sectional area) region of the inlet. Although this blockage pro-

duces drag, the drag is a necessary part of the inlet compression process and is not a
fuel injector loss. Fuel injectors can then be designed into the aft part of the inlet com-
pression struts to achieve a short combustor. As pointed out in reference 5, injection
both parallel to and perpendicular to the oncoming flow direction may be desirable to
achieve the best performance from a particular combustor geometry at different flight
speeds.

The principal objective of the present study is to determine the flow fields produced
by simple strut injectors and attempt to model those flow fields by comparison of test data
with results calculated by using a one-dimensional analysis and empirical mixing models.
The emphasis in the experimental design is to achieve representative strut injector flow
fields (rather than model a particular engine configuration) with minimum hardware com-
plexity and maximum use of existing supersonic combustor hardware. For this reason,
the injector struts are oriented perpendicular to the flow direction (without leading-edge
sweep). Although this orientation greatly simplifies the experimental design, it must be
recognized that cross flow and other effects will occur with swept injection struts which
may be important in an engine design; further experiments will be required to assess the
importance of the effects of sweep on the mixing reacting flow field generated by strut
injection.

Tests are conducted at conditions simulating Mach 7 flight with parallel and perpen-
dicular injection struts in three test configurations: free jet, short duct, and long duct.
The free-jet tests are intended to determine the adequacy of the mechanical and thermal
design of the struts, give a qualitative picture of the flow field, and allow some cut-and-
try modification of the injector port designs. The short-duct tests are used to verify
starting of the ducted configuration. The long-duct tests are designed to provide enough
measurements to determine combustion performance. Wall static pressure and duct
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cooling requirements are measured along with duct exit probe measurements of pitot

pressure and gas composition.

SYMBOLS

c1,c 2  correlation parameters (see eq. 2)

d injector diameter

Fuel flow
f burner fuel to oxidizer ratio,

Air + oxygen flow

I burner free oxygen parameter, (Oxygen flow) (0.0823); for I = 1, test gas
Fuel flow

has same free oxygen content as air (20.95 percent by volume)

M Mach number

p pressure

Pa ambient pressure

Q duct heat load

Qo duct heat load with no fuel injection

qr ratio of jet pressure to stream dynamic pressure

s jet spacing

T temperature

x distance measured in flow direction

xP length for complete reaction of injected fuel

y distance measured across long dimension of duct from the duct center line

y' shifted coordinate defined as the distance measured across long dimension of

duct from the nearest jet center line
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z distance measured across short dimension of duct from center line

a local mass fraction of injected fuel

Sbulk bulk mass fraction of injected fuel,
wh + Wj

(3 short duct angular misalinement (see figs. 9 and 10)

77c combustion efficiency, Or

0 injected equivalence ratio

Or reacted equivalence ratio

W mass flow rate

Subscripts:

e duct exit

h burner

j injector

T stagnation

2 pitot

ANALYSIS

The ability to calculate the wall pressure distribution and heat transfer that occur
in a supersonic combustor is important for the evaluation of any proposed scramjet engine
design. The general problem is very complex, and involves supersonic flow, fuel injec-
tion, turbulent mixing, and combustion; as a first step, a simplified analysis is desirable.
One approach to developing a simplified analysis is described in the following paragraphs.
The theory is one dimensional and includes the effects of area change, wall friction, heat
transfer, fuel injection and reaction, but does not include shock waves, flow separation,
or chemical kinetic effects.
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One-Dimensional Flow Model

A schematic of the supersonic combustion flow model used for calculations in this

report is shown in figure 1. The analysis is based on the one-dimensional conservation

equations for mass, momentum, and energy. Independent input parameters to the analysis

are the geometry of the combustor, entering flow conditions, fuel injection distribution,

fuel reaction distribution, wall skin-friction coefficient, and wall temperature as indicated

in figure 1. With these parameters given, the conservation equations are used to calculate

the flow properties along the combustor, stepwise, in a marching procedure starting from

the combustor entrance. Thus, the calculation provides flow properties and wall heat-

transfer distributions with axial distance along the combustor. The computer program

(LAR-11041) which is used to make the calculations is available from COSMIC (University

of Georgia).

Gas model.- Gas properties are calculated in the computer program by using tabu-

lated real-gas thermodynamic properties and allowing for up to nine chemical species

(H 2 0, 02, H2 , N2 , Ar, O, H, NO, and OH). The amount of each species present is deter-

mined from a chemical equilibrium calculation which has a partial reaction feature.

Equilibrium chemical composition is calculated for the combustion products of the test

gas and reacted fuel at a given axial location. Any fuel injected but remaining unreacted

at that location is kept in thermal equilibrium with these combustion products.

Fuel reaction distribution.- Specification of an appropriate fuel reaction distribution

with length for a given combustor geometry and fuel injector design is the key problem in

using the analysis. If the static temperature and pressure of the flow are high so that

local chemical equilibrium can be assumed, then the amount of fuel reaction with length

is the same as the amount of accomplished fuel mixing with length. This approach is used

successfully in references 5 and 6 to model supersonic combustion flow fields with paral-

lel and perpendicular fuel injection.

In reference 6 parallel injection with a single jet in a coaxial supersonic mixing and

combustion experiment is found to produce a nearly linear variation of accomplished mix-

ing and combustion with length from the injector. Thus,

r x
77 x (1)

where xf is defined as the length for complete mixing or reaction. The value of x is

estimated frum mixing theoU-y u~h as - the analysis described in reference 7. For such an

estimate an appropriate eddy viscosity model is required. The eddy viscosity model

developed in reference 8 with a value of empirical constant in the model equal to 0.01 is

used successfully in reference 6 to correlate both reacting and nonreacting data. Refer-
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ence 9 presents an analysis for multiple parallel jets with merging mixing patterns, but
empirical turbulent transport rates or eddy viscosity models have not been developed for
this analysis.

Analyses (equivalent to those of refs. 7 and 9 for parallel injection) are not avail-
able for perpendicular injection flow fields. The study in reference 10 provides a direct
empirical approach to representing the accomplished mixing in perpendicular injection
flow fields. Reference 10 reports extensive composition profile data for multijet per-
pendicular wall injection of hydrogen in air without reaction. Integrations of the profile
data were used to determine the amount of accomplished mixing defined at any downstream
location as the fraction of injected fuel that would react if complete reaction occurred
without further mixing. The correlations of these results presented in reference 10 were
used in reference 5 to determine a schedule of reaction with distance from the injection
point shown in table I. This schedule of reaction was used successfully in reference 5 to
model wall static-pressure data from a supersonic combustion experiment with perpen-
dicular wall injection. The value of length for complete mixing x2 is calculated from

x=c ld(qr) c 2  
(2)

where d is the injector diameter and cl and c 2 are parameters from the correla-
tions of reference 10 that depend on injector spacing.

TABLE I.- DIMENSIONLESS REACTION DISTRIBUTION

FOR PERPENDICULAR INJECTION

0 0
.19 .01

.75 .20

.85 .40

.94 .70

1.00 1.00

Application

The analytical approach described in the preceding paragraphs depends entirely on
the specification of an appropriate fuel reaction distribution with length for the super-
sonic combustor geometry and fuel injector design of interest. Representative dimen-
sionless reaction distributions have been indicated for parallel injection (eq. (1)) and
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perpendicular injection (table I) along with means of estimating the length required for

complete mixing. With these distributions as a guide, the analysis can be used to calcu-

late wall static-pressure distribution and heat transfer for a particular supersonic com-

bustion experiment. If the reaction distribution specified is appropriate for that partic-

ular test, then calculated wall pressure should fit measured data at least where pressure

changes due to heat release and area change dominate. Thus, the calculated results must

match wall pressure data closely in diverging parts of a combustion duct, but might

depart considerably from the data in regions with shock waves or separated flow such as

regions near perpendicular fuel injection.

In addition to matching wall pressure, the calculated results must also agree with

any other measured flow quantities that can be obtained from the experiment. Thus, heat

transfer, instream pitot pressure, gas composition, and other information available from

a particular experiment should be compared with the calculated results. If agreement of

several sets of measurements can be demonstrated, then the reaction distribution used

for the calculation can be considered to be appropriate; and evidence to support its use in

making other supersonic combustion calculations for similar conditions has been estab-

lished. In effect, as used in this report, the simplified analysis described serves as a

correlating tool to show the consistency or lack of consistency of different kinds of mea-

surements obtained from the same experiment. If agreement between calculations and

data can be demonstrated for a range of geometries, injector designs, and conditions, then

support is provided for using the analysis as a design tool.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Test gas for the experiments is provided by a hydrogen-oxygen-air burner shown in

figure 2. The gases are supplied at high pressure in controlled proportions to a water-

cooled chamber where they mix and burn. Details of the burner, its operation, and per-

formance are contained in reference 11. For reacting tests the burner is controlled to

supply oxygen-replenished combustion products containing approximately 21 percent

oxygen, 46 percent nitrogen, and 33 percent water by volume with a stagnation tempera-

ture of about 2050 K; for nonreacting tests the burner supplies stoichiometric hydrogen-

air combustion products containing approximately 65 percent nitrogen and 35 percent

water with a stagnation temperature of 2200 K. The test gas is expanded through a two-

dimensional contoured supersonic nozzle to a nominal Mach number of 2.7. Unpublished

pitot and gas sample surveys of the nozzle exit plane for oxygen-replenished test gas and

a burner pressure of 2 MN/m 2 show the Mach number to be 2.70 + 0.05 and show less than

±5 percent vnrintion in the local concentration of burner fuel. This level of vnriation in

burner fuel concentration implies a variation in local stagnation temperature of less than

±75 K.
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The strut injectors are mounted on the center line of the nozzle spanning the longer
dimension. Three types of tests were conducted: (1) tests in the free-jet produced by

the nozzle (fig. 2); (2) tests in a short water-cooled duct section that extends approxi-

mately 3 cm downstream of the injection location (fig. 3); and (3) tests with an additional

long-duct section placed downstream of the short duct (fig. 3). Wall injection studies con-
ducted with this long-duct section are reported in reference 12. For free-jet and short-
duct tests, the burner is operated at approximately 3 MN/m 2 which makes the nozzle exit

static pressure approximately equal to 1 atmosphere (the ambient pressure of the test
cell). For ducted tests the burner is operated at 2 MN/m 2 to reduce heat transfer to the

strut.

The strut design and injector details are shown in figure 4. The struts are fabri-
cated of oxygen-free copper by brazing together two halves split by a plane through the
axis of the leading edge and parallel to the nozzle-exit flow direction. Hydrogen fuel (at
pressures up to 4 MN/m 2 ) is supplied to the injectors from both ends of the strut in pas-
sages that are machined in the halves before brazing. The strut leading edges and the
trailing edge of the perpendicular injection strut are tubes which are set in grooves
machined in the strut halves and joined to the strut when the halves are brazed. The
external wedge contour and injection ports are machined after the halves and tubes are
brazed together. In the tests cooling water is supplied to the leading- and trailing-edge
tubes at 3.7 MN/m 2 and with flow rates of approximately 0.09 and 0.5 kg/sec, respectively.
Most of the strut cooling is supplied by the hydrogen fuel flowing to the injectors so that
hydrogen flow is necessary in all tests. The external wedge half-angle of the upstream
part of the struts is 60 which is a "rule of thumb" indicated in reference 5 as the maximum
turning angle appropriate for multistrut inlet configurations. The rest of the external
shape is largely determined from practical constraints on the design. The maximum
strut thickness is 27 percent of the nozzle-exit height to insure starting in the ducted
tests. Enough length is added downstream of the maximum thickness to contain the
injectors.

The parallel injection strut (fig. 4(a)) has five equally spaced fuel injectors which
divide the flow cross section into nearly square regions, each fueled by one jet. The
injector throat is sized to allow stoichiometric injection with the maximum fuel supply
pressure at the higher test pressure. A conical expansion with 100 half-angle was chosen
arbitrarily to expand the injected fuel in an attempt to match the stream static pressure.
After initial free-jet tests one of the injectors was plugged and replaced by two drilled
holes as shown in figure 4(a).

The perpendicular injection strut (fig. 4(b)) is provided with a small rearward-
facing step at the maximum cross section. The step is intended to isolate the upstream
wedge surface from the pressure rise caused by the perpendicular injection and combus-
tion disturbance. Fuel injection is from eight choked holes, four on each side of the strut,
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located downstream of the step and equally spaced. This arrangement divides the flow
cross section into eight rectangular regions with width (jet spacing) about twice the height.
This aspect ratio appears to be appropriate for the injection conditions of the experiment
based on the nonreactive mixing results reported in reference 10. The initial hole diam-
eter used is sized to allow stoichiometric injection with the maximum fuel injection pres-
sure at the higher test pressure. Injection hole area was progressively increased in the
free-jet tests as shown in the detail in figure 4(b).

Instrumentation for the tests includes flowmetering of all gases supplied to the
burner and of the fuel supplied to the strut injector. Burner pressure, duct static pres-
sures, wall temperatures, coolant temperatures, and coolant flow rates are digitized and

recorded on magnetic tape by a data acquisition system. Burner operating parameters

are available immediately after each test firing to allow on-site evaluation of test success

and to guide the choice of succeeding test parameters.

Pitot pressure and gas sample measurements are made 5.3 cm downstream of the

duct exit with the water-cooled nine-probe rake shown schematically in figure 5. Each
probe has a 200 half-angle conical tip with a passage on the center line for pitot-pressure

measurement and gas-sample withdrawal. The passage has a diameter of 0.079 cm at the
tip and has a 40 half-angle expansion inside the tip which increases the diameter to

0.155 cm. This internal-area increase is intended to reduce the shock-wave strength
ahead of the probe tip during sample acquisition. Gas samples are collected in 75-cm 3

stainless steel bottles, and a gas chromatograph is used to determine the relative amount
of H2 , 02, and N2 in each sample on a dry basis. The instream (wet) sample composition
and the local mass fraction of injected fuel are calculated with a mass balance from the

dry sample composition and the measured gas flow rates supplied to the burner. Details

of the probe, sample acquisition, and analysis techniques are presented in reference 12.

The test conditions are established by presetting supply pressures for air, hydrogen,
and oxygen to the test gas burner and for hydrogen fuel to the strut injector. Cooling
water flows to the burner, strut, and probe rake are started. The test sequence consists
of starting fuel flow to the strut injectors, lighting the burner, recording data, and oper-
ating the probe rake. In the free-jet and short-duct tests where the probe rake is not
used, burner firings of about 10 seconds are adequate to achieve steady test conditions
and acquire data; in the long-duct tests where the probe rake is used, 15-second burner
firings are required. For pitot pressure measurement the rake traverse mechanism is
stopped to obtain a steady reading at five positions in the duct exit in a single burner fir-
ing. For gas sample acquisition, the rake is moved to a single location near the center of
the duct exit. Pitot pressure is recorded and then the sample cylinders are filled to
apprUoAimiatelty 40 percent of the local pittL pressJre.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results from tests of the parallel and perpendicular injection strut fuel injectors

in the free-jet, short-duct, and long-duct configurations are discussed and analyzed in the
following sections.

Free-Jet Tests

Leading-edge survival.- The initial leading-edge diameter for both struts was

0.16 cm or about half the leading-edge coolant tube outside diameter. With this diameter
the leading edge was a thin section brazed to the front of the coolant tube and survived
only a few preliminary hot test firings without damage. It failed completely in a test at
burner conditions of 2.3 MN/m 2 and 2200 K. The diameter was increased to 0.24 cm by

removing material from the leading edge of the second strut for its first test. Under
similar test conditions the leading edge again failed completely. The leading edges of

both struts were machined to 0.32 cm diameter so that the coolant tube surface was
exposed and the tube became the leading edge. No further difficulties occurred with the
strut leading edges. Apparently, the braze joint between the coolant tube and leading-
edge material upstream of the tube gave poor thermal contact which resulted in high-
temperature differences for the heat-flux levels of the tests. Once material tempera-
tures rose sufficiently to allow braze alloy melting, aerodynamic loading separated the
leading-edge halves; the material no longer in contact with the coolant tube quickly
burned away.

Strut heat load.- Measured heat transfer to the perpendicular injection strut is
shown in figure 6 plotted against the product of burner pressure and fuel to oxidizer ratio
(f is approximately proportional to test gas stagnation temperature). The heat transfer
to the leading and trailing edge is calculated from coolant flow rate and measured tem-
perature rise. The fuel temperature increase at the injectors and heat transfer to the
fuel are estimated (when the injectors are assumed to be choked) from the pressure
required to supply a given flow of fuel to the strut in the hot firing test compared with the
pressure required for the same fuel flow cold and without the burner firing. Thus,

Thot Tcold = cold o (3)

Trend lines through the origin are shown for each group of data points. Note that the
trailing-edge heat load is nearly twice the heat load for the leading edge. Since the
trailing-edge diameter is twice the final diameter of the leading edge, this result implies
nearly equal average heat flux to the leading and trailing edges. The fuel to the strut
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injectors absorbs about twice the heat load of the trailing edge. The heat load to the

leading edge is no different for runs in reacting and nonreacting flow, but the heat loads

for the fuel and trailing edge are higher for reacting flow as might be expected. No

appreciable difference in leading-edge heat load is measured for any of the three leading-

edge diameters or for the different injector designs. Consistent fuel heat-transfer

results were not obtained for the parallel injection strut because of pressure transducer

problems, and only the original (smallest) injector size in the perpendicular injection

strut had small enough pressure drop in the fuel supply passages to allow the estimation

of heat transfer from supply pressure.

Injector changes.- After initial free-jet tests, one of the injectors on the parallel

injection strut was plugged and replaced by two impinging jets with combined area equal

to the original injector throat area but at 450 to the flow direction as shown in figure 4(a).

This modification was intended to produce more rapid mixing and reaction (and hence

brighter emission) than the original injector, but no change in the visible flame pattern

was observed. Several changes were made to the injectors on the perpendicular injection

strut in order to establish visible emission immediately downstream of the step. In ini-

tial free-jet tests a distinct bow wave was visible on each jet downstream of the step and

just ahead of each injector. A similarly shaped discoloration of the strut surface (indi-

cating high local heating) was also noted after the tests. Apparently, the flow expanded

over the step and reattached to the strut surface before the injection disturbance was

encountered. In an engine the base of the step provides thrust, and pressure rise and

combustion are desired at the step; therefore, progressive changes were made to move

the injection closer to the base of the step. First, injector diameter was increased from

0.32 cm to 0.40 cm; next, additional small holes were added near the base of the step for

two of the injectors on one face of the strut. (See fig. 4(b).) This change effectively

established visible emission at the step for those two injectors. Finally, the main injec-

tion ports were elongated in the direction of the step. The combined effects of moving the

injector closer to the step and decreasing injection pressure for a given fuel flow by

increasing injector area established visible emission at the step for all injectors. The

injector configurations of both the parallel and perpendicular injection struts remained in

the form described for the rest of the testing covered in this report.

Short-Duct Tests

Flow photographs.- Photographs of the mixing-reacting flow field produced by the

parallel and perpendicular injection struts in the short-duct tests are shown in figures 7

and 8. Since the duct wall reflects the compression wave from the front of the strut as a

compression, the pressure near the strut is maintained at a level where emission from

the flow can be clearly photographed. In the free-jet tests discussed in the preceding

section, good photographs were not obtained although emission patterns similar to those
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in the short-duct tests were quite visible to the eye. In the parallel injection flow field
(fig. 7), each of the five jets is visible. The fuel-rich jet core appears as a dark streak
surrounded by emission from the reacting region. Alternate brighter and darker zones
appear in the center of the downstream part of the flow because of waves which originate
from a mismatch between duct exit and ambient pressure. The flow field for perpendicu-
lar injection (fig. 8) appears brighter than the parallel injection flow field. Each of the
four pairs of injectors produce a burning zone which looks somewhat like the burning zone
produced by a parallel jet. The fuel-rich core disappears more quickly in the perpendic-
ular injection strut flow field. The wave structure at the duct exit appears stronger with
steeper angle to the flow direction and more change in emission intensity than the parallel
injection strut flow field. The mixing-reacting flow fields produced by both injection struts
appear steady and no strong shock waves generated by combustion are observed. Per-
haps the most striking feature of the flow-field photographs is their orderly appearance
with regularly spaced emission zones corresponding to the arrangement of the individual
injection ports.

Wall static pressure.- Pressures measured along the center line of one wall of the
short-duct section are shown in figures 9 and 10 for the parallel and perpendicular injec-
tion strut, respectively. The static pressure near the entrance is slightly above the nom-
inal entrance pressure level (P/Ph = 0.0377), whereas the pressure near the injection
point is slightly less than the level expected following a 60 compression wave from the
upstream section of the strut. The results of simple two-dimensional wave calculations
shown by the curves in figures 9 and 10 suggest, as one possibility, that this may be due
to a slight misalinement of the duct and the test gas nozzle. If the duct surface where
pressure is measured is inclined at a small angle P to the flow leaving the nozzle, ini-
tial pressure on the duct wall will be increased by an entrance wave. Also the strength
of the strut wedge wave will decrease, and the highest pressure on the wall will occur
after the entrance wave reflects from the strut wedge surface and reaches the duct wall.
As can be seen in figures 9 and 10, the data are consistent with a misalinement of about
10. Although the short-duct wall and the strut were alined by machined surfaces, the duct
itself was clamped to the nozzle exit flange against a soft gasket so that a 10 misalinement
is entirely within reason.

For the parallel injection strut (fig. 9), wall pressure near the duct exit is somewhat
less than wall pressure opposite the injection location. This result matches the trend
expected from the simple wave calculations. The expansion fan from the strut shoulder
(where the strut surface turns parallel to the duct wall) tends to reduce wall pressure to
nearly the level inside the duct entrance. For the perpendicular injection strut (fig. 10),
the wall pressure near the short-duct exit is considerably above the wall pressure oppo-
site the injection location. Apparently, the injection and combustion disturbance produce
a compression wave starting near the step on the perpendicular injection strut. It is
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interesting to note that varying the fuel flow to the struts from 0.064 to 0.128 kg/sec did

not change the measured duct wall pressures. Although this condition corresponds to an

increase in fuel flow from roughly half stoichiometric to stoichiometric, apparently the

strength of the injection and combustion disturbance for both struts is relatively insensi-

tive to fuel flow.

Long-Duct Tests

The best quantitative description of the flow fields produced by the strut injectors

is obtained from the long-duct tests. In the following sections duct static-pressure and

heat-transfer data are presented and compared with results calculated with the one-

dimensional analysis. Exit probe measurements are also presented and are compared

with the one-dimensional calculations and mixing calculations. A list of the test condi-

tions for the runs discussed is included in table II for reference.

TABLE II.- LONG-DUCT TEST CONDITIONS

Run f I ph' MN/m 2 Wh, kg/sec wj, kg/sec (P Q, MJ/sec Comments

110- 5 0.031 0 1.83 2.32 0.055 0.70 0.085 Pitot

6 Sampleb

7 .023 1.12 1.99 2.76 .053 .56 .473 Pitot

8 Sampleb

10 .026 1.04 1.99 2.62 .053 .59 .268 Pitot

11 .025 1.08 2.02 2.70 .053 .58 .299 Pitot

111- 4 .034 0 1.78 2.20 .060 .80 .14 Pitot

5 Pitotc

6 .025 1.07 2.01 2.64 .057 .63 .718 Sample

0.034

bBad data record. Operating parameters identical to those of previous run.

Assume values apply.

cBad data record. Operating parameters identical to those of following run.

Assume values apply.

Wall static pressure.- Figures 11 and 12 show wall static-pressure data for the

parallel and perpendicular injection struts in nonreacting flow. In each case ithe data

show a pressure rise corresponding to compression waves generated at the front of the

strut, followed by varying pressure in the constant area portion after the strut and
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smoothly decreasing pressure in the diverging section of the duct. Variations in pres-

sure are larger for the perpendicular injection strut as would be expected because of

strong waves and separated regions caused by the injection. Wall pressure computed

with the one-dimensional analysis is also shown in the figures. The solid curves repre-

sent the computed wall pressure with injection but no reaction for direct comparison with

the data. The broken curves represent computed wall pressure without injection. Data

are not available to compare with the latter curve since fuel was necessary to cool the

strut in all runs. Note that the calculated injection pressure rise is larger for perpen-

dicular injection.

In order to obtain the agreement shown, a total-pressure loss to account for strut

drag and shock losses was imposed on the calculations at the injection location. The loss

was computed by expanding the flow adiabatically from conditions at the strut shoulder to

an assigned static pressure which matches the data in the constant-area section down-

stream of the strut. This total-pressure loss amounts to about one-half of the burner

pressure and is equivalent to a drag coefficient of 0.84 for the strut. The flow conditions

are shown in table III. Without this loss the calculated result for no injection would

return to the nozzle exit pressure level after the strut; in other words, the analysis would

treat the compression and expansion caused by the strut as isentropic.

TABLE III.- INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR ONE-DIMENSIONAL CALCULATIONS

Nozzle exit Strut shoulder Equivalent conditions
at injection

Mach number . . . . 2.70 2.39 2.11

Area, cm 2 . . . . . . 64.74 47.48 64.74

P/Ph. . . . . . . . . 0.0377 0.0616 0.0542

PT/Ph . . . . . . . . 1.00 1.00 =0.5

T/T T  0.508 0.569 0.632

In figure 13 static-pressure data for parallel injection with reaction are compared

with wall pressure computed with the one-dimensional analysis. The equivalent condi-

tions at the injector listed in table III are used to start the calculations. The amount of

fuel reacted is computed from equation (1) with the value of xf equal to 1.16 m. This

value of xp is estimated from calculations made with the computer program described

in reference 7 for injection conditions of this experiment and using the turbulent eddy vis-

cosity model developed in reference 8 (with a value of the model constant equal to 0.01).

Good agreement between the computed curve and the data is obtained particularly in the

diverging part of the duct. The value of x2 in the calculation results in qc = 0.62 at
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the end of the duct. The data and calculation with reaction lie well above the calculation

with no reaction which is shown by the broken curve.

In figure 14 static-pressure data for perpendicular injection with reaction is com-

pared with wall pressure computed by the one-dimensional analysis. The amount of fuel

reacted is computed from the values in table I by using linear interpolation. The value

of xf computed from equation (2) is 0.6 m for the injection conditions of this experi-

ment. In contrast to the data for parallel injection (fig. 13), the data in figure 14 for

perpendicular injection show a much larger pressure rise near the injectors and in the

constant-area part of the duct. In fact, the pressure disturbance caused by the injection

and combustion affects some pressure taps in the duct ahead of the injectors. This con-

dition is a result of localized separation of the boundary layer on the duct wall due to the

pressure rise. Good agreement between the calculated wall pressure and the data is

achieved in the diverging part of the duct. The value of xQ in the calculation results in

77C = 0.85 at the end of the constant-area section of the duct and 77c = 1 within the duct

at x = 60 cm. The data and calculation with reaction lie well above the calculation with

no reaction which is shown by the broken curve. Unlike the calculations presented in

figures 11 to 13, the calculation with reaction in figure 14 is computed by starting with

the isentropic conditions at the strut shoulder; no additional total-pressure loss to

account for strut drag and shock losses is included. Apparently, the large amount of heat

addition near the injector in the calculation nearly matches the combined heat addition

and shock-loss process taking place in the experiment. Duct exit probe measurements

discussed in a later section support this conjecture.

Figure 15 presents another set of wall pressure data for the parallel injection strut.

Although the hardware and test conditions are identical to those for figure 13, the data are

not at all similar. In fact, the data for the parallel injection strut in figure 15 look very

similar to the data in figure 14 for the perpendicular injection strut. The calculated

curve with reaction presented in figure 14 is included in figure 15 to facilitate compari-

son. Three test runs subsequent to the test shown in figure 15 produced static-pressure

data similar to those of figure 13. Apparently, two different stable flow patterns are pos-

sible with the same parallel injection geometry and test conditions. The first (fig. 13)

consists of a gradual mixing and reaction process with nearly linear heat release and no

strong disturbances. The second (fig. 15) has a strong disturbance at the point of injec-

tion and could be modeled by the one-dimensional analysis with a fuel reaction schedule

typical of perpendicular injection. This observation implies the existence of a strong

recirculating and reacting zone in the strut base region for the data shown in figure 15

but no strong recirculation and reaction immediately behind the strut for the data in fig-

ure 13. Reference 13 points out the coupling between combustion-generated pressure

rise and shock waves upstream of the fuel injection and combustion, but the dependence of

this coupling on the details of the strut geometry and injector design is not known.
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Duct heat load.- Water temperature rise and flow rate for the long-duct section

downstream of the fuel injection strut were measured in each test, and the duct heat load

computed from these quantities is included in table II. Because the water temperature

rise is small, there is considerable uncertainty in the duct heat load, particularly for the

tests with no reaction. To facilitate comparison of the data, results from a study with

the same duct reported in reference 12 are used to nondimensionalize the measured heat

loads. In reference 12, the duct heat load with no fuel injection is reported as

0.27 MJ/sec for a ratio of burner fuel to oxidizer of 0.028 and a test-gas flow rate of

3.5 kg/sec. Heat load with no fuel injection for the present study is estimated approxi-

mately as

Qo = 0.27 MJ/sec (4)

The measured duct heat load nondimensionalized by the estimated heat load with no

fuel injection is plotted in figure 16 against the reacted equivalence ratio inferred from

the one-dimensional calculations. Duct heat loads for perpendicular wall injection (cir-

cular symbols) taken from the study of reference 12 are included for comparison with the

strut injection results. Uncertainty of the measured heat load is estimated to be +0.5 and

is evident from the scatter of the nonreacting data. The data for reacted equivalence

ratio less than 0.5 agree well with the heat load predicted by the one-dimensional analysis.

The calculation is based on a simple Reynolds analogy using a constant skin-friction

coefficient of 0.0022 and includes an increase in local heat transfer by a factor of 1.56 in

regions of adverse pressure gradient. This increase in local heat transfer to account for

the effects of adverse pressure gradient on the boundary layer is derived from unpublished

calculations by using the theory of reference 14. For greater amounts of reaction which

involve large separated regions near the injector (such as figs. 14 and 15), heat load is

above the predicted level. In fact, the measured heat load is of the same order as the

level calculated by assuming a local equivalence ratio of stoichiometric at the wall over

the entire combustor length.

Pitot-probe measurements.- Figures 17 and 18 present pitot-pressure survey

results for the parallel and perpendicular injection struts with injection but no reaction.

Measurements near the top and bottom walls, shown by the diamond-shaped symbols, are

close enough to the jet boundary to insure that mixing with the ambient air surrounding the

jet has reduced the total pressure. Measurements nearer the middle of the jet are sig-

nificantly higher and show considerable variation. Most of these data are considerably

above the pitot pressure corresponding to the one-dimensional calculations shown in fig-

ures 11 and 12. Since the duct is overexpanded (pa/Pe 3.2), oblique shock waves in the
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duct exit reduce the Mach number and increase the pitot pressure seen by the probe tips

which are about 5.3 cm downstream of the duct exit. It is interesting that the variation of

pitot pressure is somewhat larger for the parallel injection strut (fig. 17) than for the per-

pendicular injection strut (fig. 18); this result perhaps indicates less uniform fuel distribu-

tion for the parallel injection strut. This observation is in qualitative agreement with the

amount of reaction needed to match the wall static-pressure data in figures 13 and 14.

Pitot-pressure survey results for the parallel and perpendicular injection struts

with reaction are shown in figures 19 and 20, respectively. The range of variation of

these data with reaction is much less than the range of variation without reaction shown

in figures 17 and 18. Also, the mean of the data appears to be close to the one-

dimensional result corresponding to the calculation shown in figures 13 and 14. With

reaction the duct exit pressure is much nearer ambient (Pa/Pe 1.4), and oblique waves

at the exit apparently do not affect probe measurements. The pitot-pressure data for the

perpendicular injection strut (fig. 20) show much less variation across the short dimen-

sion of the duct exit than the data for parallel injection strut (fig. 19). As is the case for

the nonreacting data, this result implies more uniform fuel distribution for the perpen-

dicular injection strut and agrees qualitatively with the amount of reaction used in the

one-dimensional calculations. (See figs. 13 and 14.)

The filled symbols in figures 17, 19, and 20 show pitot data obtained in runs where

gas samples were acquired. In general, these data agree well with data taken in the pitot-

pressure survey runs. Figure 21 shows pitot-pressure survey data for the parallel injec-

tion strut corresponding to the wall static-pressure distribution shown in figure 15. The

data in figure 21 look more like the data obtained with the perpendicular injection strut

(fig. 20) than other data obtained with the parallel injection strut (fig. 19). This result

agrees with the previously discussed comparison of wall static-pressure data in figures 13

to 15, and supports the conclusion that two different stable flow patterns with different

amounts of mixing and heat release exist for the parallel injection strut geometry.

Gas sample measurements.- Results of gas sample measurements for the parallel

and perpendicular injection struts are presented in figure 22. All samples were acquired

near the horizontal center line of the duct (z = 0) and 5.3 cm downstream of the duct exit.

Data for the parallel injection strut without reaction (circular symbols) show larger var-

iation than data with reaction (square symbols). Both sets of data for the parallel injec-

tion strut show considerably more variation than data with reaction for the perpendicular

injection strut (diamond symbols). The peak concentrations in the parallel injection data

are well above stoichiometric (which corresponds to about 1.4 on the scale in fig. 22)

whereas all the data for perpendicular injection are less than stoichiometric. This con-

diticn means that uinhurned fuel (due to poor fuel distribution) is leaving the duct for par-

allel injection but not for perpendicular injection. This result agrees with the result
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inferred from the comparison of wall static-pressure data and one-dimensional calcula-

tions shown in figures 13 and 14. No significant amounts of unreacted hydrogen and

oxygen were found together in any single sample. This result implies that there are no

very large fluctuations of instantaneous composition from the time-average sample col-

lected in the bottle and is consistent with the partial reaction assumption used in the one-

dimensional theory. All the samples show higher fuel concentration than the bulk value

except for the end samples which are affected by mixing with ambient air surrounding the

duct flow. Higher than average fuel concentration near the center of the duct may be

expected, since all fuel is injected from the strut located on the center line.

The parallel injection flow field is predicted by using the mixing theory of refer-

ence 9, where mixing and reaction of fuel from multiple parallel jets is computed for a

constant value of turbulent eddy viscosity. To apply the theory to the present configura-

tion, the single-jet program of reference 7 was used to calculate the flow field to the point

where adjacent jet boundaries merged. The fuel-concentration profiles and the eddy vis-

cosity at that axial location were input to the program of reference 9, and the calculation

was continued until the peak concentration was lower than the peak concentration measured

with the parallel injection strut. Figures 23 and 24 show that agreement between the data

and the theoretical calculations is good. In these figures the data are plotted against dis-

tance from the nearest jet center line. A shift of probe location to account for the duct

exit shock is used as shown in figure 25. Duct exit flow conditions are taken from the

one-dimensional analysis results presented in figures 11 and 13. Note that the location

correction only has a large effect on probes 2 and 8 and is larger for the data with no

reaction (fig. 23) because the duct flow is more overexpanded with no reaction. Close

agreement between symmetrically placed probes in figure 24 indicates the flow field and

duct exit shock structure are symmetrical as assumed. In figure 23 symmetry is not as

good (compare probes 2 and 8), but the overall match between data and theory is fair when
probe location is shifted to account for the exit shock structure.

It should be noted that although the profile agreement in figures 23 and 24 is good,
the physical distance downstream of the injector at which the profiles occur in the theo-
retical calculations does not match the axial-probe location in the experiment. This
result reflects the difference between the eddy viscosity value used in the calculation and
the effective transport rate in the experiment. An increase in the eddy viscosity for the
calculations of about 25 percent is required to match the axial location of the calculated
profile in figures 23 and 24 with the axial-probe location. Better turbulence modeling is
required to predict the actual concentration decay with length. However, the proper shape
profile is predicted, and the overall fraction of fuel burned corresponding to the theoreti-
cal profile in figure 24 (66 percent) matches closely the amount of reaction inferred from
the one-dimensional analysis (62 percent) shown in figure 13.
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The center-line level of fuel concentration measured for the perpendicular injection

strut (a ; 0.027) is of the same order as the maximum level of concentration (a = 0.025)

found for similar injection conditions and at the same axial location in the nonreactive

mixing tests reported in reference 10. More detailed comparison with reference 10 is

not feasible since only a small amount of composition data has been taken here for per-

pendicular injection, and no theory is available to predict the perpendicular injection flow

field.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Exploratory tests of two simple fuel injection struts for supersonic combustion, one

with parallel injectors and one with perpendicular injectors, have been described. Results

with each strut in a free-jet, short-duct, and long-duct test configuration at conditions

simulating Mach 7 flight were presented and analyzed. Generally speaking, the mechani-

cal and thermal designs of the struts were adequate for the severe test environment after

material upstream of the leading-edge cooling tube was removed. The mixing-reacting

flow fields produced by the injectors appear to be steady, and flame photographs have an

orderly appearance with regularly spaced emission zones corresponding to the location of

individual injection ports. No strong shock waves generated by combustion were observed

in photographs of the flow fields. Good agreement was obtained between measured static-

pressure distributions in the duct downstream of the strut injectors and distributions cal-

culated with a one-dimensional analysis. The amount of reaction with length for the cal-

culations was obtained from mixing calculations and correlations of nonreactive mixing

data. For both parallel and perpendicular injection, this approach proved to be adequate

to model the overall behavior of the strut injector flow fields including duct heat load,

although heat load was underestimated when large separated regions occurred near the

injection location.

Exit pitot-probe measurements generally agreed with the one-dimensional calcula-

tions when the duct exit shock structure (due to overexpansion) did not interfere with the

measurements. The smoothness or lack of smoothness of pitot-pressure data was found

to correlate qualitatively with the uniformity of the fuel distribution at the duct exit as

determined from gas sample measurements. For the parallel injection strut, good agree-

ment was obtained between the shape of the injected fuel distribution inferred from gas

sample measurements and the distribution calculated with a multiple-jet mixing theory.

For the multiple-jet calculation, approximately 25 percent increase in the single-jet value

of eddy viscosity was required to obtain agreement with the data at the proper axial loca-

tion. The overall fraction of iniected fuel reacted in the multiple-jet calculation also

closely matched the amount of fuel reacted in the one-dimensional calculation which gave

good agreement with duct static-pressure data. Similarly, gas sample measurements
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with the perpendicular injection strut gave results consistent with the amount of fuel

reacted in the one-dimensional calculation.

Langley Research Center,

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Hampton, Va., January 21, 1974.
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x

5. Wall friction coefficient
and wall temperature

Figure 1.- Flow model for one-dimensional analysis.
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Figure 2.- Test gas supply burner.
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Figure 3.- Strut injector and two-dimensional combustion duct. Dimensions are in centimeters.
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(a) Parallel injection strut.

Figure 4.- Strut injectors. (All dimensions are in cm.)
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(b) Perpendicular injection strut.

Figure 4.- Concluded.
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Figure 5.- Pitot and gas sample probe rake.
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Figure 6.- Heat transfer to perpendicular injection strut. 4 = 0.5 to 1.
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(a) Side view.

Reacting region

L-74-1010

(b) Top view.

Figure 7.- Flame photograph of parallel injection strut in short duct.
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(a) Side view.

L-74-1011

(b) Top view.

Figure 8.- Flame photograph of perpendicular injection strut in short duct.
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Figure 9.- Wall pressure in short duct with parallel injection strut. P = 0.5 to 1.0.
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Figure 10.- Wall pressure in short duct with perpendicular injection strut. ¢ = 0.5 to 1.
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Figure 11.- Parallel injection strut without reaction. Run 110-5.
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Figure 12.- Perpendicular injection strut without reaction. Run 111-4.
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Figure 13.- Parallel injection strut with reaction. Run 110-11.
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Figure 14.- Perpendicular injection strut with reaction. Run 111-6.
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Figure 15.- Parallel injection strut with reaction. Run 110-7.
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Figure 16.- Duct heat load.
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Figure 17.- Exit pitot pressure for parallel injection strut without reaction.

Runs 110-5 and 110-6.
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Figure 18.- Exit pitot pressure for perpendicular injection strut without reaction.

Run 111-4.
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Figure 19.- Exit pitot pressure for parallel injection strut with reaction.

Runs 110-10 and 110-8.
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Figure 20.- Exit pitot pressure for perpendicular injection strut with reaction.
Runs 111-5 and 111-6.
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Figure 21.- Exit pitot pressure for parallel injection strut with reaction.

Run 110-7.
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Figure 22.- Gas sample data.
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Figure 23.- Parallel injection strut fuel distribution Figure 24.- Parallel injection strut fuel distribution

without reaction compared with theory. with reaction compared with theory. Run 110-8.

Run 110-6.
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Figure 25.- Duct exit flow model for probe position correction.
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